In a recent paper W. Gautschi [l] obtained the following inequality for a non-nilpotent re-square matrix A:
(n \l/2 / n \l/2 T.M") =WAP\\ = coPk-^22\h\ip)
where ||.4||* = E?j=i l°o|2. P 1S an integer, c0 a constant depending only on A, and k the maximum multiplicity of any characteristic root of A. By a reduction to Jordan canonical form an inequality of type (1) may be obtained for any convergent matrix power series giA), g(z) = E"-o anzn, an real, which in the case g(z) =zv implies (1).
Theorem.
Let g(z) have radius of convergence p>0. Let A be an n-square matrix whose characteristic roots satisfy | X* | <p. Let the ,_i ,=o (sly / and we conclude immediately that: (i) ry>0 for some j implies lim^o,, ||exp (£<4)|| = oo, (ii) r,<0 for all j implies limt,^ ||exp (tA)\\ =0, (iii) ry^O for all j and ry = 0 only if fe, = l implies ||exp (tA)\\ is bounded on [0, oo). In case A is nilpotent, exp (tA) has as entries polynomials in /.
